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METCloud and Cygilant have joined forces to

help UK businesses gain access to some of the
best-of-breed technology and cybersecurity-asa-service. This new partnership will improve

overall security capabilities to METCloud clients
with the integration of other security

technologies such as LogPoint, SentinelOne
and Tenable.io.
This allows swift threat detection, response and

remediation while gaining better understanding
of a company’s threat risk and priorities when
fixing vulnerabilities. The robust suite of

services will be provided through a UK-based
Security Operations Centre (SOC) that provides

users dedicated 24x7 support. This is invaluable
in the current climate where cybercrimes are
more virulent than ever before.

SOC-as-a-Service
Cybersecurity is hard work. Resource constraints - not enough time or limited resources and ever-increasing
threats coupled with compliance requirements is leaving your business at a disadvantage and causing team
burnout. Our SOC-as-a-Service exists to help you.

Extend your team with SOC-as-a-Service

True 24x7 SOC

We operate global Security Operation
Centres (SOCs) with four tiers of
humans from level 1s to 4s working

Cybersecurity Expertise

Best-in-Class Service

Experienced staff deliver industry

Relieving you of the stress and

techniques and tools.

cybersecurity is our main goal.

leading security using bleeding edge

around the clock.

burnout associated with

We pride ourselves on delivering best-in-class service.
CONTINUOUS EYES
ON YOUR SYSTEMS
SIEM & LOG MANAGEMENT
/ MDR

-

24x7 global coverage

-

Monitor, triage, investigate, and provide tailored remediation advice

-

-

Choose best-of-breed threat detection technologies

-

Log management, with at least 12 months log retention

-

BEST-IN-CLASS SERVICE
ENDPOINT PROTECTION

POWERED BY SENTINELONE
ALERT POLICIES &
INCIDENT RESPONSE

COMPLIANCE REPORTING

Experts in cybersecurity

Event correlation, network intrusion detection (IDS), and threat intelligence
24x7x365 Incident response

-

Your cybersecurity partner, expect only the best service in the market

-

Complete visibility into the endpoint environment with full-context

-

SOC will develop rules to trigger alerts for suspicious activity or security violations

-

Integrated ticketing system guides you through the incident response process from

-

-

-

Security incident severity response from P1-P4

Single purpose-built agent powered by machine learning and automation

Continuous fine-tuning and policy updates on an ongoing basis
detection to resolution

-

Audit logs

-

Compliance reports to meet your industry regulations FFIEC, PCI DSS, HIPAA

-

Cloud access and activity logs

Partner with us and you will have a SOC team that understands your objectives

and future strategic vision to ensure our security partnership continually
evolves to deliver security value and meet expectations as they grow.
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